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Just watch your cat lovers connect with this charming, magnetic mini kit! Five popular breeds

immortalized on die-cut magnets with a bonus hairball piece, too! The Educational North American

Cat Butts Field Guide rounds out this epic gift opportunity from the Blue Q gang.
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I bought these for myself on a whim, pretending that I was "checking them out" before buying them

as a holiday gift for another cat-appreciating friend. Because, HOW CUTE! Kitty tails and a hairball!I

did in fact buy another set -- and she loved them -- but these are more than a gag gift. They're good

strong magnets, and do an excellent job of holding things on my refrigerator. Such as the piece of

paper reminding me, "Buy cat food!"They're inexpensive, fun, and somehow just-slightly-personal.

That's what I look for in a casual gift, and I bet that's what you want, too. But really... buy two sets,

and keep one for yourself.

My whole family loves cats and I got each of them one of these Cat Butts items and they loved it!

The field guide tells you exactly how cats..and their butts...are. I chuckle every time I see those

magnets on my refrigerator too!

Having two cats, when I saw this, I knew I needed to order it for my husband. He found it hysterical

and we currently have the magnets on our refrigerator door. Let's face it, when you have a cat, you

get more than your share of cat butt in your face, as they have no problem getting close to you and



then turning around.I'm thinking of sending it to some other cat lovers in my life.Very cute.

this is the funniest gift ever. I received for my birthday and laughed so hard I was literally crying. for

all cat lovers and those who know cats, sometimes too intimately!

This was a little added bonus to a Mothers Day gift for my Grandmother who is a Crazy Cat Lady.

What a hoot watching her unwrap this only to realize that it's not only cute but the magnets are

functional. They hold up pics of her Grand Fur Babies on her refrigerator very well and keep in the

theme of her gifts this year. Cats!! We all had a good laugh with these and with the little field guide

that is included so you too can identify the cat butts you spy while in the wild of your own backyard.

On a side note these remind me of an episode of Bobs Burgers in which Bob's sis-in-law likes to

paint animals rears, which made these even more funny since my family and I are fans of the show.

So for all the Cat people, Tina Belchers and Aunt Gayles of the world, Butts, Cat Butts.

I knew this would be a hit amongst my family's holiday white elephant gag gift exchange, as we all

have cats.Yes, the magnets are a bit small, but do you really want giant cat butts hanging around on

your fridge? (and if you do, perhaps you need to look in the self help section for the kind of book that

can help for those issues) For the price andthe comedic value, you can't go wrong. I definitely

recommend this product.

Just love it. It's a true laugh for cat lovers and the people who love them.I just have to add to this.

I've set the box on a bookshelf in the living room and everyone who sees it gets a laugh out of it.

Surprising how many people are charmed by the notion of cat butts!:)

This was a Christmas present for my wife. It's a tiny little book in a small little box with 5 different cat

butt magnets. The little book is a field guide that will come in handy when trying to identify cats. I've

already ID'd a couple, but their owners weren't too cool with me chasing them around and staring at

their butts. The magnets are nice to put on the fridge and gives you something to look at while

drinking milk out of the carton. She liked it too.
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